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Cat-Nr: FFN2

Fightplace Fight Night 2

Artikel info:-

Part 2 of this fight night will get exciting as well. Both fighters
are equally tall and heavy. Dustin is the younger one but has
more fighting experience. Fabio (formerly known as Mr.
Mysterious) is a bit shy but has a lot of power. He shows that
already at the first contact and throws his opponent to the
floor hardly. From that on it&acute;s a hard wrestling for
victory. Dustin knows a lot of tricks and uses his hard scissors
that take a lot of strength away from Fabio. And so the first
round goes to Dustin. Second round starts similar. No wild
catching but long holds, many scissors and positions that
make it hard to free from for the opponent. So they have to
use ballgraps and wedgies to get out of hopeless situations. It
seems to be Dustin&acute;s round as well. But when he tries
to shred Fabios trousers he gets really angry, takes his last
power and turns the tables. He puts Dustin into really hard
scissors and he has to submit. The last round will bring the
decision of the battle. Dustin, who has won nearly every fight
does not want to lose against the rookie. Fabio wants to show
everybody that he is able to win fights as well. It will be
exciting until the very end.

Play length approx 63 min.

Price :  25,90 EUR [incl. 21% VAT]

Options Fightplace Fight Night 2 :

shipping method
DVD Shipping, Photo series (- 22,00 EUR ), Download HD.

In catalog since Friday 17 February, 2017
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